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UNIT 6 - MOVIES

A Write the movie types under the correct pictures.

B Complete the sentences with the given adjectives.

C Match the questions with the answers.

1. Superman is really ............................................. . He can lift up cars and jump over buildings.
2. I like comedy films. They are ............................................. . They always make me laugh. 
3. Documentaries give ............................................. information about animals, planets or the environment. 

I learn a lot from them. 
4. I don’t like horror movies. I think they are ............................................. .
5. Caillou is a ............................................. child. He has many friends. 
6. I hate cartoons. I never watch them. I think they are ............................................. . 

....................................

....................................

....................................

....................................

....................................

....................................

....................................

....................................

What films do you like?

What movies do you hate?

What is your favourite film?

What is the movie about?

When is the movie on?

I don’t like action movies.

Moana. I really love it.

It is in theatres on 12 June.

I like science fiction films.

It is about robots.
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D Look at the poster and answer the 
questions.

1. What is the name of the movie?

 ................................................................................................

 ................................................................................................

2. What kind of movie is it?

 ................................................................................................

 ................................................................................................

3. Who are the characters?

 ................................................................................................

 ................................................................................................

4. When is it on?

 ................................................................................................

 ................................................................................................

5. What time is the movie?

 ................................................................................................

 ................................................................................................

6. What is the movie about?

 ................................................................................................

 ................................................................................................

E Circle the correct option.

1. Jill : What movies do you like?
 Sam : ---- .

 A) It is about history B)  No, I hate musicals
 C) I like comedy films D)  The movie is at 2 pm

2. I love ---- . I learn so much about sea life 
from them.

 A) horror films B)  comedies
 C) documentaries D)  animations

3. Ben : Do you like science fiction films?
 Pat : ---- .

 A) No, cartoons are not funny
 B) Yes, I love them
 C) Animations are boring
 D) They are about wars

4. 

Max

I don’t like action films.

 Which of the following can be the movie 
Max dislikes?

 A)    B)   

 C)    D)   

5.             
Simon is a helpful boy.

 Which of the following pictures shows Simon?

 A)    B)   

 C)    D)   

Mike Wazowski

James P. Sullivan

It’s an entertaining 
animation about 
two monsters 
meeting a little girl.

May 25 
13:00
15:00
19:00
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A
1. horror
2. science fiction
3. comedy
4. animation
5. cartoon
6. action
7. documentary
8. musical

 
B
1. strong
2. entertaining
3. interesting
4. frightening
5. friendly
6. boring

C
1. d      2. a      3. b      4. e      5. c

D
1. (Its name is) Monsters, Inc. 
2. (It is) an animation.
3. (The characters are) Mike Wazowski and James 

P. Sullivan. 
4. (It is in theatres) on May 25. 
5. (It is) at 1 pm, 3 pm and 7 pm.
6. (It is) about two monsters meeting a little girl.

E
1. C      2. C      3. B      4. A      5. D


